
Agustin Machiavello
Full Stack Developer
Salto, Uruguay
Ituzaingó, 1395
+598 98 140 261
agmachiavello@gmail.com
https://agustinmachiavello.github.io/

PROFILE

Hard-worker & creative.

I tackle technology from the human experience point of view. I love designing
information systems to help companies work faster and more efficiently.

EXPERIENCE

OM-LAB, United States-Uruguay (Freelance/Remote) - Full Stack
Developer & Team Leader
APRIL 2020-PRESENT

● I got to test my skills on project and remote team managing, achieving
a ratio of success.

● Lead several e-commerce projects in which my role was not only as a
developer but also as a team leader, obtaining experience in
client-team communication.

● Through daily interaction with USA clients, I got the chance to improve
writing and speaking english communication. Moreover, I tackled
different challenges; dealing with deadlines, estimation and
unexpected issues that gave me the ability to know the product
process.

● I’ve acquired great experience with Frontend (CSS, HTML, JS), creating
web pages for big companies and various Shopify projects.
Additionally, I worked along with the design team, implementing
distinguished user experiences.

mailto:agmachiavello@gmail.com
https://agustinmachiavello.github.io/
https://swedenunlimited.com


Agile Software, Salto, Uruguay - Full Stack Developer

APRIL 2019-DECEMBER 2019

● I’ve worked on three different projects with the developing team to
give support to mobile apps by implementing REST api services and
web pages. At the same time, I have accomplished server managing
tasks as well as design and maintaining databases.

● I got to improve on my code quality and velocity while leading and
teaching other developers, besides getting deeper knowledge with
Django while applying agile developing with Scrum.

● My work was mainly focused on Backend, yet developed Frontend to
learn the basis of my skills.

EDUCATION

Programmer Analyst, Universidad Católica del Uruguay
DECEMBER 2019

Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Salto, Uruguay - Universidad
Católica del Uruguay
MARCH 2017-DECEMBER 2020

CAPACITIES

Teamwork

Quick learning

Project managing

SKILLS

HTML, CSS, Javascript, JQuery, Scrum, React, Django (Python)

LANGUAGES

English - FCE, Cambridge, 2016

Spanish - Native language

LINKEDIN - GITHUB - PORTFOLIO

https://www.linkedin.com/in/agust%C3%ADn-machiavello-2a9a73165/
https://github.com/AgustinMachiavello
https://agustinmachiavello.github.io/

